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If L is a set of at most I disjoint edges in a [ii - $]-6ormeSted graph, their 
there is a circuit containing all edges of L. 
Woodall il, Theorem Z] proved that if L is a set of I (I 3 I) disjoint edges 
in an (I + I)-connected graph, and G\,(n, bj contains a circuit including al 
edges of L\((a, b)3) (where (a, b) is an edge of IL>, then G contains a circuit 
including aI1 edges of L. By using this result, we prove the foilowing. 
THEOREM. Let G be a [+ I - +]-connected graph (i 3 2): mzd let k be a SW 
of at mosf ? disjoint edges Q~G. Then G contains a circuit using atl edges OWL. 
Proo$: The proof is by reductio ad absmdum. Let G be a graph for which 
the theorem fails such that 1 is minimum. Clearly I >, 3. Let k be a set of at 
mcst I disjoinr edges of G such that G has no circuit including all edges of L. 
Let (a, b) be any edge of L. We first prove: (1) G has a circuit containkg 
all edges of L\((a, b)] and coutaining the vertices a; b. 
By the minimality sf I, C has a circuit C including all edges Gf L’\((a, &]b]i I 
%f C contains both of a and b, we have finished; and if C contains none of 
u or b, then by [I, Theorem 21, G has a circuit including all edges of L, a 
contradiction. So wc can assume that C contains a but sot b. By considering 
I paths from b to @ (each pair of which has only b in common), we cart 
modify C so as to obtain a cycle C’ containing L\{(a, b)) and containing 
both a and b. This proves (1). 
As an immediate consequence of (I) we have: (2) 4; has a circuit C con= 
taining s > $(l + 1) edges of 6, such that fm every edge of L, either C 
contains this edge, or C contains none of the ends of this edge. 
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Now let C be a circuit satisfying (2) such that s is maximum. Let L' be the 
set of edges of L not in C. Then L’ # m, and we select any edge e of L’. 
Delete from G all edges of L’\(e) and their ends. We thus delete 2(Z - s - 1) 
vertices, so the resulting graph G’ has connectivity at least [g I - $1 - 
2(Z - s - 1) = [2s - frZ + $1 > s + 2. Now by [I, Theorem 21, G’ has a 
circuit containing all edges of (L\L') u (e}. But this contradicts the maxi- 
mality of s, and the proof is complete. 
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